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Abstract 
 
Scanning transmission electron microscopy in scanning electron microscopy 
(STEM-IN-SEM) is a convenient technique for polymer characterization. Utilizing the 
lower accelerating voltages, larger field of view and, exclusion of post-specimen 
projection lens in an SEM; STEM-IN-SEM has shown results comparable to 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation of polymer morphology.  
Various specimen-holder geometries and detector arrangements have been used 
for bright field (BF) STEM-IN-SEM imaging. To further the characterization potential 
of STEM-IN-SEM a new specimen holder has been developed to facilitate simultaneous 
BF and dark field (DF) STEM-IN-SEM imaging. A new specimen holder and a new 
microscope configuration were designed for this new imaging technique.  BF and DF 
signals were maximized for optimal STEM-IN-SEM imaging. BF signal intensities 
were found to be twice as large as DF signal intensities. BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging spatial resolutions are limited to 1.8 nm and approximately 5 nm, respectively.   
Simultaneous BF & DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging is applicable to both industrial 
and academic research environments. Examples of commodity and engineering polymer 
morphology characterization are provided. Results are comparable to TEM observation 
and may serve as a suitable precursor to STEM characterization of polymer systems. 
Finally, future developments of various accessories for this technique are discussed.  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
Hard crystalline materials (e.g. metals and ceramics) have long been the 
materials of choice for characterization by electron microscopy (e.g. SEM, TEM and, 
STEM). These materials tend to be resistant to electron beam induced damage. In 
addition, their periodic arrangement favorably complements electron wave optics and 
allows for reciprocal space navigation. During the development of electron microscopy 
as a viable technique for materials characterization the advantages of investigating hard 
materials provided a benchmark on which to evaluate new electron microscope designs. 
Today, the technology has outperformed these benchmarks such that the benchmarks 
are no longer required to be materials specific. Indeed, a rather neglected area in the 
field of electron microscopy has been the materials characterization of soft materials 
(e.g. polymer systems and biological materials).  
 Polymer systems are instrumental to our daily lives and enjoy widespread use in 
many industrial and consumer applications. This class of materials presents many 
interesting challenges to electron microscopists. First, polymer systems are electron 
beam sensitive and are highly susceptible to radiation damage from high voltage 
electron beams. Second, these materials are typically amorphous, lacking long range 
order, making reciprocal space navigation impossible. Third, these materials require 
specialized techniques for preparation of electron-transparent thin films. To address 
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some of these challenges, preferential heavy-metal staining may be used. However, 
staining is typically highly toxic (to human beings) and may change the chemical 
structure of the polymer systems under investigation [1]. Nonetheless, these challenges 
present a unique opportunity for innovation in the field of electron microscopy.  
 The goal of this thesis is to bridge the gap between microstructure 
characterization of polymer systems by electron microscopy techniques and various 
thermal, mechanical, and spectroscopic techniques that have dominated the field of 
polymer science and engineering. In addition, new applications in industries such as 
renewable energy and consumer electronics place significant demand for the 
development and characterization of novel polymer systems. In realizing the 
characterization potential of polymer systems through electron microscopy a viable 
solution should be simple and cost-efficient in order to balance the needs of both 
industry and academic research environments.   
1.2 Evolution of Electron Microscopy Techniques  
 The advent of electron microscopy was driven by the need for improved spatial 
resolution for in-depth materials characterization. Indeed, significant improvements in 
spatial resolution have taken place for electron microscopy over traditional light 
microscopy (Figure 1.1) [2]. A range of spatial resolutions are available for electron 
microscopy and have given rise to various techniques based on the requirements of 
materials research. Three dominant electron microscopy techniques include SEM, TEM 
and STEM.  
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 Materials characterization through SEM typically involves a low-voltage 
electron-beam scanning the surface of a bulk specimen. The resulted electron signal is 
collected by various detectors that produce topographical and compositional 
information about the specimen of interest. Spatial resolution in SEM may approach 1 
nm. TEM observation involves the transmission of high voltage electrons through an 
electron transparent specimen and enables the collection of mass-thickness contrast, 
phase contrast and diffraction contrast images and, various forms of diffraction 
information. TEM allows for spatial resolutions below 1 nm. STEM involves the 
scanning on a high-voltage electron beam across an electron transparent thin specimen 
and enables the collection of mass-thickness and atomic number (Z) contrast images as 
well as diffraction information. STEM spatial resolutions may approach 0.5 Å [2]. All 
three electron microscopy techniques also enable the collection of spectrometric 
information such as X-rays generated from electron beam-specimen interactions.  
 The growth of electron microscopy as a viable method of materials 
characterization has largely occurred over the last 70 years (Figure 1.2) [3]. First the 
TEM was development and subsequently SEM and STEM techniques followed. Hard 
materials (metals and ceramics) have been paid significant attention as materials of 
interest through each of these methods. Noticeably absent has been the in-depth 
characterization of soft materials. To address this discrepancy, researchers have aimed 
to pair the low voltage electron scanning in SEM with the spatial resolution and 
imaging attributes available in STEM. The combined electron microscopy technique is 
known as STEM-IN-SEM.  
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the improvement in imaging resolution between light microscopy 
and electron microscopy over time.[2] 
 
Figure 1.2: Growth of microscopy based on photons, electrons and other vehicles over time.[3] 
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1.3 Development of STEM-IN-SEM 
The concept of STEM-IN-SEM first emerged in the 1970s. Crawford and Liley 
developed an indirect detection method of bright field and dark field signal detection 
[4]. In this development, the configurations of SEM were not changed but only slight 
modifications were made to the specimen stage.  An aluminum shield surrounded the 
specimen and blocked secondary electron signals from the top of the surface from 
participating in image formation. A polished aluminum block was placed underneath an 
electron-transparent thin specimen and was used to convert transmitted electrons into 
secondary electrons and to preferentially direct electrons toward a secondary electron 
detector. The aluminum block was moveable in the X-Y directions which facilitated the 
inclusion of transmitted electrons from the direct beam (for bright field imaging) and 
exclusion of transmitted electrons from the direct beam (for dark field imaging) (Figure 
1.3) [4]. The BF and DF imaging results yielded sufficient contrast but poor resolution 
at low magnifications (Figure 1.4) [4].  
 
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of the polished aluminum bock positions: (a) bright field and (b) 
dark field. Letters indicate: A – aluminum foil shield, B – wire supports for shield, 
C – electron microscope grid, D – polished aluminum block, E – collector, F – 
normal specimen holder assembly.[4] 
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Figure 1.4: BF (left) and DF (right) micrographs of a carbon-platinum shadowed extraction 
replica, each image is at 12,400X magnification. [4] 
 
 Woolf et al. explored the total transformation of an SEM stage into a TEM stage 
equipped with a scintillator pipe for both image and diffraction pattern collection [5]. 
Their results were limited to near submicron resolution. Furthermore, relatively high 
accelerating voltages (e.g. 30 kV) in SEM transmitted signals were hindered by 
contamination, which was unavoidable for the time period in which the study was 
conducted. Meanwhile, Joy and Maher compared the basic operating differences 
between SEM and STEM [6]. In general, SEM has larger focal lengths and greater 
spherical aberration as compared to STEM. While a small electron beam may be 
achieved in an SEM, the resultant current density may be too low for sufficient signal 
detection. However the authors stated that the potential exists for STEM mode in SEM 
to produce adequate resolution for weakly scattering specimen at low accelerating 
voltages. The operation of TEM and STEM at high accelerating voltages makes 
resolution of weakly scattering specimen difficult.  
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The application of STEM-IN-SEM by direct detection methods began in the 1980s. 
Oho et al. showed that STEM-IN-SEM may be constructed without disturbing the 
original functions of a commercial field emission SEM [7]. The authors argued that the 
advantages of STEM-IN-SEM compared to TEM included larger scattering contrast and 
lower chromatic aberration effects. Disadvantages included poor resolution and signal-
to-noise as well as contamination and vibrational effects. They developed a BF STEM-
IN-SEM configuration with contamination control and vibrational stability as well as an 
adjustable detector aperture (Figure 1.5) [7]. Resultant BF STEM-IN-SEM images of 
gold particles displayed sufficient contrast and vibrational stability during imaging 
(Figure 1.6) [7].  
 
Figure 1.5: BF STEM-IN-SEM configuration with contamination control and vibrational 
stability used in [7] shown schematically (left) and in specimen chamber (right). 
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Figure 1.6: Vibrational removal by specimen holder used in [7]: a) STEM image of gold 
particles disturbed by vibration without specimen holder and b) improved image 
with specimen holder. 
 
In a separate study, Oho et al. [8] developed a holder, which allows for BF STEM-
IN-SEM. Transmitted electrons strike an aluminum plate and are used to form a BF 
image via a secondary electron (SE) detector (Figure 1.7). Signal generation is 
influenced by the number of SE that are generated from the metal plate. The authors 
maximized SE emission in order to overcome any loss in the signal-to-noise due to the 
conversion from transmitted electrons to SEs.  Theoretical and experimental data 
showed that a light metal plate (e.g. aluminum (Al)) is better at higher incident angles 
than a heavy metal plate (e.g. gold (Au)). The Al plate was set to 85° inclination based 
on their instrument configuration (Figure 1.8). In addition, two Au plates are placed 
below the Al plate at incident angles of 35° and 75° to facilitate signal generation from 
highly-scattered transmitted electrons. The specimen holder offered an inexpensive 
method for examining biological specimens such as rat kidneys (Figure 1.9).  
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Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of the position of Al plate and contract aperture in the 
experiment described in [8].  
 
 
Figure 1.8: Specimen holder design from [8] shown schematically (left) and via optical imaging 
(right).  
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Figure 1.9: BF STEM-IN-SEM images using specimen holder designed in [8] of cristae 
membranes of a mitochondrion in unstained rat kidney tissue (arrow indicates 
cristae membrane) (left) and ferritin particles infused into rat kidney tissue where 
large iron cores are visible (right).  
 
Comparison of BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging to BF TEM imaging became prominent 
in the 2000s.  Vanderlinde and Ballarotto used a free-standing STEM-IN-SEM 
specimen holder that could easily be inserted into a SEM column (Figure 1.10) [9]. The 
specimen holder featured a gold-coated reflector with low-angle inclination for indirect 
BF signal detection. As the collection efficiency of modern SE detectors reached an 
upper limit their placement in SEM instruments become standardized. The standardized 
reflector orientation favored low-angle inclination as opposed to high-angle inclination, 
which was used previously in [8]. Vanderlinde and Ballarotto used their specimen 
holder to compare BF STEM-IN-SEM and BF TEM images of silver nanoparticles on a 
holey carbon grid (Figure 1.11) [9]. The BF STEM-IN-SEM images produced poor 
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resolution compared to BF TEM images but provided resolution enough for accurate 
particle size measurements.  
 
Figure 1.10: Schematic Diagram of STEM-IN-SEM holder design used in [9]. 
 
 
Figure 1.11: Comparison of imaging silver nanoparticles on a holey carbon grid via BF  
                     STEM-IN-SEM using specimen holder designed in [9] (left) and BF TEM (right). 
 
 Merli and Morandi utilized a direct detection method for BF and DF STEM-IN-
SEM using a backscattered electron (BSE) annular detector (underneath the 
specimen).By locating on-axis and off-axis positions formation of BF and DF images 
can be controlled (Figure 1.12) [10]. Their method requires geometrically moving the 
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BSE detector from its standard position which is above the specimen to a new position 
below the specimen. Furthermore, an additional aperture is required to allow and restrict 
signal detection during BF imaging.  
 
Figure 1.12: Scheme of the experimental setup used for STEM-IN-SEM imaging used in [10] 
for (a) DF imaging and (b) BF imaging.  
 
 Bogner et al. provided a comprehensive review of the BF STEM-IN-SEM and 
presented a method for soft material characterization (primarily biological specimens in 
solution) via STEM operation in an environmental SEM (ESEM), which is called “Wet-
STEM” by the authors [11]. An incident electron beam interacts with an electron 
transparent thin specimen that is mounted on a Peltier cooling stage (Figure 1.13) [11]. 
Transmitted electrons from the specimen are collected by a solid-state annular detector. 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging, for example, allowed for the detection of carbon 
nanotubes in various solutions (Figure 1.14) [11]. However, image interpretation was 
difficult because as the suspension media changed during image acquisition so did the 
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resultant signal intensities. Furthermore, the cause of bright contrast could not be 
distinguished between specimen superposition and media agglomeration.  
 
Figure 1.13: The Wet-STEM configuration used in [11]. Letters indicate: A – Peltier stage, B – 
SEM mount maintaining TEM grid, C – solid-state annular detector and I –
incident convergent electron beam.  
 
 
Figure 1.14: DF STEM-IN-SEM images of carbon nanotubes using specimen holder designed 
in [11]: a) dispersed in ethanol without surfactant, b) in water with surfactant at 
low concentration and c) in water with surfactant at high concentration.  
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 Various methods have been used to expand the role of STEM-IN-SEM in 
materials research. Klein et al. reviewed the application of transmission mode in SEM 
(TSEM, another analogous term for STEM-IN-SEM) for SEM calibration, mask 
metrology, nanoparticle size measurement, and the potential for TSEM-based electron 
tomography [12]. Stokes and Baken reviewed the application of X-ray analysis with 
Wet-STEM imaging [13]. Kotula demonstrated the use of STEM-IN-SEM as a resource 
for X-ray spectral imaging of focus ion beam (FIB) specimens [14]. Acevedo-Reyes et 
al. compared high angle annular dark field (HAADF) TEM imaging to STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging for analyzing carbide particle size distributions in Fe-C-V and Fe-C-V-Nb 
alloys [15]. In these applications, results showed that STEM-IN-SEM provided 
comparable measurements to HAADF DF TEM for particle sizes ranging from 5 to 200 
nm and with easier operation. Focusing on a smaller particle size distribution of 5 to 60 
nm, Klein et al. showed the accuracy of TSEM for particle size distribution 
measurements in three types of materials [16]. Roussel et al. utilized an extreme high 
resolution (XHR) SEM, equipped with a monochromator and a twelve segment STEM 
detector, to show the potential for sub-nanometer imaging resolution during direct 
signal detection for STEM-IN-SEM imaging [17].   
 Recently, Guise et al. detailed the application of BF STEM-IN-SEM as an 
advantageous technique for analyzing the morphology of polymer systems [18]. They 
asserted that STEM-IN-SEM is a more attractive option for the polymer industry 
because many polymer facilitates are already equipped with SEMs and upgrading an 
existing instrument is less expensive than purchasing a new TEM instrument. 
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Comparing low accelerating voltage BF STEM-IN-SEM to high accelerating voltage 
BF TEM, electron scattering cross-sections are increased at lower voltages, which 
provides for greater contrast in imaging. Potentially, this scattering behavior may result 
in the elimination of heavy-metal staining (typically required for adequate contrast of 
polymer systems) by highlighting the small density variations between different phases 
present in polymer systems.  
 In the same study, Guise et al. demonstrated the versatility of STEM-IN-SEM 
by leveraging the large field of view available in an SEM to study crack propagation in 
a High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) / Polyphenylene Ether (PPE) (HIPS/PPE) blend 
system (Figure 1.15) [18]. Low magnification images may show accurate crack length 
measurements while high magnification images may provide an accurate depiction of 
localized crack-induced deformation. Furthermore, the authors compared BF STEM-IN-
SEM image quality to that in BF TEM for various heavy-metal stained polymer blend 
systems including Acylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) / Styrene Acrylonitrile (SAN) 
(ABS/SAN) (Figure 1.16) [18]. Results show comparable contrast but reduced spatial 
resolution in the BF STEM-IN-SEM approaches as compared to that in the BF TEM 
method. BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging of unstained siloxane/PPE (Figure 1.17) [18] 
produced adequate contrast for particle distribution analysis but poor spatial resolution 
which limited particle size analysis.  
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Figure 1.15: Investigation of a notched HIPS/PPE sample by BF STEM-IN-SEM conducted in 
[18] showing the depth of the notch at low magnification (left) and the effect of the 
notch on the surrounding morphology (right). HIPS is the dispersed phase. 
 
 
Figure 1.16: Comparison of BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging (left) and BF TEM imaging (right) 
conducted in [18] for an ABS/SAN immiscible polymer blend. ABS is the dispersed 
phase.  
 
 
Figure 1.17: Example of an unstained and beam-sensitive siloxane/PPE material imaged by BF 
STEM-IN-SEM used in [18]. Siloxane is the dispersed phase. 
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The lack of post-specimen projection lens in an SEM instruments reduces the 
effects of chromatic aberration in comparison to TEM (which includes such lens). As a 
result, Guise et al. postulated that thicker specimens may be imaged with BF STEM-IN-
SEM than with BF TEM because the spread of electron velocities leaving the specimen 
would be unperturbed until reaching the detector [18]. In addition, the authors proposed 
that the combination of BF STEM-IN-SEM with elemental analysis and high angle DF 
detection would make STEM-IN-SEM a self-sufficient substitute to TEM 
characterization of polymer systems.  
1.4 Objective  
The main objective of this thesis is to further the characterization potential of 
STEM-IN-SEM for the morphological characterization of polymer systems by enabling 
the simultaneous acquisition of BF and DF images. Development of this new 
simultaneous detection technique will encompass the design of a new specimen holder 
and microscope configuration. In Chapter 1, previous attempts of the STEM-IN-SEM 
approach including various designs of specimen holders have been reviewed from 
literature. In Chapter 2, details of the new specimen holder design are discussed and 
imaging conditions for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging are 
optimized. Chapter 3 explores the application of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-
SEM to polymer systems and investigates the influence of specimen thickness on BF 
signal intensity. In addition, comparisons are made to TEM and STEM observation of 
polymer systems. Chapter 4 offers an overview of the simultaneous BF and DF STEM-
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IN-SEM imaging technique advocated in this thesis and looks ahead to its future 
expansion.  
Chapter 2: A New Specimen Holder for Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
2.1 Introduction 
The various designs of specimen holders for BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging [4-18] 
introduced earlier have served as inspirations for the simultaneous BF and DF STEM-
IN-SEM specimen holder design. In addition, the standard BF STEM-IN-SEM holder 
for the Hitachi 4300SE instrument (Figure 2.1) was useful during the initial design 
especially with determining how to manufacture each component of the new specimen 
holder in-house at the small length scales required. Through various initial iterations, 
design and manufacturing would conflict. However, these challenges were overcome 
and the finalized specimen holder design for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
and development process is presented in this chapter. The new specimen holder is used 
to optimize BF and DF imaging conditions. Spatial resolution for BF STEM-IN-SEM is 
determined. Contrast mechanisms for DF STEM-IN-SEM are explored. SEM and 
STEM operation are compared to better understand DF STEM-IN-SEM image 
formation. Finally, the limitations and applications of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-
IN-SEM are discussed.  
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Figure 2.1: A standard BF STEM-IN-SEM holder for the Hitachi 4300SE. 
 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
a. Materials  
1. Holder Design 
A homemade BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder was designed and 
developed. The holder body is constructed out of aluminum and includes: an entrenched 
flat housing for the specimen to reside, a long vertical column that acts as structural 
support for the specimen housing and the base is designed to fit into the stage locking 
mechanism of the Hitachi 4300 SEM.  
 An inclined plate has been designed and developed to facilitate DF imaging. An 
aperture at the center of the plate allows for unperturbed BF imaging. The inclined plate 
is screwed into the top of the base of the holder body. Stainless steel and copper have 
been evaluated as potential materials for the construction of the incline. Iridium (Ir) and 
Au have been evaluated as potential coating materials for the incline.  
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Conductive graphite paste was used on the exterior of the holder body and the 
inclined plate to minimize unnecessary electron emission from these parts.  
2. BF and DF Signal Optimization Testing 
TEM-thin combined test specimens consisting of small gold islands with a light 
deposition of graphitized carbon on a perforated carbon film was employed for signal 
optimization testing of BF and DF signals.  The combined test specimens are commonly 
used for resolution calibration for TEM and dedicated STEM and thus can serve as a 
standard specimen for developing BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging. In addition, 0.3 
μm (diameter) polystyrene latex particles in solution were used for the testing as well. 
One droplet of solution was dropped on a standard TEM gird for use during the SEM 
beam inclination effect study.  
b. Methods for Developing Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM  
 First, the configuration for the Hitachi 4300 SE instrument is optimized to 
achieve optimal BF signal intensity and spatial resolution. Next, the DF signal intensity 
is generated by optimizing an inclined plate to facilitate indirect signal detection. The 
DF signal is further studied to better understand the underlying contrast mechanism 
observed for DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging.  
 1. Estimation of Instrument Settings for Fine Probe Formation 
 To optimize the spatial resolution during BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging the 
theoretical minimum total probe diameter and optimal beam convergence angle that can 
be attained in the Hitachi 4300SE was determined. First, from spherical aberration data 
for the objective lens in the Hitachi 4300SE and objective aperture dimensions obtained 
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from Hitachi Corporation, the smallest probe size and optimal convergence angle was 
determined following a similar procedure detailed in [19]. Probe size and convergence 
angle data was calculated for accelerating voltages ranging from 25 kV to 30 kV, which 
are possible accelerating voltages for the Hitachi 4300SE. The wavelength of the 
electrons at each accelerating voltage was determined using the following relation: 
  
    
  
 
 
       [20] 
Next, the two dominant lens aberrations, which influence the final probe size at 
each accelerating voltage, were determined. Convergence angles ranging from 1 mrad 
to 12 mrad were used for these calculations. The airy disk of diffraction contribution 
was determined using the following relation: 
   
     
 
       [20] 
The spherical aberration disk of least confusion contribution was determined using the 
following relation:  
   
 
 
   
         [20] 
The two dominant lens aberrations have an additive influence such that the sum of disks 
of minimum confusion, dt, is determined using the following relation: 
                 [20] 
The smallest final electron probe diameter was determined and the corresponding 
convergence angle was recorded at each accelerating voltage.  
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Finally, the optimal convergence angle was then used to determine the optimal 
working distance, at which BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may achieve the smallest final 
electron probe diameter using the following relation: 
  
   
  
                                                   
                                      
 
 2. Optimization of Incline Coating Thickness by Monte Carlo Simulation   
 
 To evaluate the use of iridium and gold as coatings for the inclines used for dark 
field signal generation Monte Carlo simulations were conducted using the CASINO 
Monte Carlo Simulation program [21]. Backscatter electron scattering yields were used 
to evaluate the minimum amount of iridium or gold coating required for the highest 
probability of signal generation off of the inclined plate surface. Theoretical backscatter 
electron scattering yields were obtained from an electron scattering database created by 
Joy [22]. Simulations were performed on a 10 μm 304 stainless steel substrate with 
iridium and gold coatings with thicknesses of 5 nm, 25 nm, 100 nm, and 1 μm. 
Additional thickness values were evaluated as needed to determine the consistency of 
backscattering electron scattering yield results. All simulations were conducted for a 30 
kV electron beam with a beam diameter of 2 nm. A total of 100,000 electron trajectories 
were used for each simulation. The minimum coating thickness required was estimated. 
To ensure that underlying substrate does not contribute to the backscatter electron yield, 
a safety factor was applied to the coating thickness by the following relation: 
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           [20] 
where A is the atomic weight, Z is the atomic number and ρ is the density.  
3. Optimization of DF Signal  
Monte Carlo simulation was used to determine the influence of inclined plate tilt 
on the forward scattering of the electron beam. Monte Carlo simulations were 
performed with the optimal coating at the minimum coating thickness required. A flat 
incline was simulated with the electron beam tilted at 0°, 30°, 60° and 80° relative to the 
surface of the inclined plate. This scenario is analogous to tilting the inclined plate 
instead of tilting the electron beam but allows for the independent calculation of 
backscattering electron yields and forward scattering angles. The backscattering 
electron yields obtained were compared to experimental data on the forward scattering 
of 30 kV electrons off the surface of gold [23].   
To determine the optimal inclined plate angle for DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging a 
geometrical analysis of the detector positions in the Hitachi 4300SE was conducted. 
Subsequently, flat-polished and unpolished sets of 304 stainless steel and copper plates 
were made with inclination angles of 0°, 10°, 20°, 40° and 80°. All inclines were coated 
with the optimal coating material at the optimal safety factor thickness. Five STEM-IN-
SEM images each in the BF and DF were recorded at 150,000X magnification for each 
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inclined plate angle and with no plate present, to serve as a control. The signal intensity 
from each image was determined using Image J software [24]. The individual errors in 
each signal intensity measurement were calculated and taken into account when 
determining an average signal intensity value for each condition. The individual error 
on each signal intensity measurement,   , is noted as Δ   and is determined by n√  , 
where n=3 for a 99.1% confidence limit [25]. The average signal intensity weighted by 
individual errors of each incline was determined by the following relation:  
 
The variance weighted by individual errors of each signal intensity measurement was 
determined by the following relation: 
 
The error weighted by individual errors of each signal intensity for each inclined plate 
was determined by the following relation: 
 
The student t value is determined from a student t distribution table [26] for a 99.1% 
confidence limit of five measurements. The results were analyzed and the optimal 
(8) [25] 
(9) [25] 
(10) [25] 
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inclined plate angle for the Hitachi 4300SE microscope set up at Lehigh University was 
obtained.   
 4. Optimal Holder Design and STEM-IN-SEM Microscope Configuration  
 The final version of the homemade BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder 
was designed and developed. Justifications are presented for the final construction of 
the holder. Furthermore, the final microscope configuration and operating conditions for 
BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging are assessed.  
5. Evaluation of DF Signal 
 In the microscope configuration advocated in this thesis the DF STEM-IN-SEM 
signal is detected by an off-axis yttrium-aluminum garnet (YAG) detector, which is 
usually used for BSE imaging. BSE images are generated directly from the primary 
electron beam whereas DF STEM-IN-SEM images are generated from highly-scattered 
transmitted electrons after the primary electron beam has interacted with the specimen 
under investigation. This thesis asserts the generation of a genuine the DF STEM-IN-
SEM signal. To support this claim two experiments have been conducted.  
First, simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images of the same region of the 
Au standard specimen have been imaged at two different working distances: 4.5 mm 
and 13.5 mm. The contrast mechanisms between each pair of images are compared 
based the signal generation from sections of the copper grid on which the Au standard 
specimen resides.  
Second, simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images were collected at the 
working distance of 4.5 mm from a large hole in the Au standard specimen. The 
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simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images of the hole of interest were taken at 
low magnification. Next, the magnification was increased until both the BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM imaging scans were completely inside the hole of interest. Then the 
objective aperture was moved such that the electron beam was fully blocked and could 
not reach the specimen. Subsequently, a high magnification simultaneous BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM image was taken inside the hole of interest. The signal generation 
between the two images is analyzed using Image J [24]. 
 6. Evaluation of SEM Beam Deflection Effect 
 In a dedicated STEM the electron beam will scan the specimen while remaining 
normal to a non-tilted specimen through a double deflection system. However, the 
scanning in an SEM typically rasters across the specimen and may be deflected in order 
to scan a large field of view. In order to determine the contrast mechanism for DF 
STEM-IN-SEM (whether it is a result of Z-contrast or diffraction contrast) it is 
important to characterize the electron scattering behavior that results from electron 
beam-specimen interactions. To compare SEM rastering with typical STEM scanning a 
series of images have been taken of a polystyrene latex standard of known particle size 
(diameter) at magnifications ranging from 10,000X to 300,000X.  The diameters of the 
polystyrene latex particles have been measured from each image and the average 
weighted by individual errors for each measurement has been compiled. Comparisons 
have been made to the known particle size of the polystyrene latex particles to 
investigate the effect of SEM beam inclination on final image quality. Any distortion in 
the average weighted by individual errors measurements would suggest that the electron 
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beam is bending during its raster and thus the electron beam is not remaining normal to 
the non-tilted specimen.    
 7. Determination of DF Signal Contrast Mechanism  
 Dark field images may exhibit either diffraction contrast or Z-contrast. 
Diffraction contrast involves coherent electron scattering, where the phase relationships 
between atomic lattices lead to contrast variations which make image interpretation 
difficult. However, Z-contrast involves incoherent electron scattering, where only 
highly-scattered electrons that have no phase relationship between atomic lattices are 
detected. Thus, the contrast variation in Z-contrast images is directly related to the 
atomic number of atoms in the specimen, which makes image interpretation much 
easier [27]. To determine the contrast mechanism for DF STEM-IN-SEM images the 
minimum detection angle for atomic number contrast is calculated using the following 
relation as described by [28]:  
            ( √  ⁄ )        
where b = 0.61,   is the wavelength of the electrons and, d is the atomic spacing along 
the lattice. The minimum detection angle is evaluated for 30 kV electrons. The lattice 
spacing’s for three materials (Au, polyethylene (PE), and polystyrene (PS)) have been 
obtained to illustrate the role of the minimum detection angle on image contrast. The 
lattice spacing for Au was obtained from [29]. Owing to their amorphous structure an 
average value of the PE and PS lattice spacing was obtained from [30]. The minimum 
detection angle values obtained are then used to evaluate DF STEM-IN-SEM images.  
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2.3 Results 
a. Optimization of Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM Specimen Holder 
1. Estimation of Instrument Settings for Fine Probe Formation 
The minimum probe sizes and optimal convergence angles for the Hitachi 
4300SE operating at accelerating voltages 25 kV to 30 kV are displayed in Table 2.1. 
The absolute minimum probe size, 1.80 nm, and the optimal convergence angle, 3.2 
mrad, are found from the Table 2.1 at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. The 
contributions of the airy disk of diffraction and spherical aberration to the minimum 
probe size and optimal convergence angle at 30 kV are also shown (Figure 2.2). The 
optimal convergence angle of 3.2 mrad may be obtained at each of the objective 
aperture setting in the Hitachi 4300SE but is most practically achieved with a 30 μm 
diameter objective aperture (Table 2.2).  The resultant working distance with a 30 μm 
diameter objective aperture is 4.69 mm. 
 
Table 2.1: Calculated minimum probe sizes and optimal convergence angles for the Hitachi 
4300SE when operating at accelerating voltages of 25 kV to 30 kV.  
 
Accelerating 
Voltage (kV)
Convergence Angle 
(α in mrad))
Minimum Probe Size 
(Diameter in nm)
25 3.3 1.93
26 3.3 1.91
27 3.3 1.88
28 3.3 1.85
29 3.2 1.83
30 3.2 1.80
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Figure 2.2: The contributions of the diffraction limit (dd) and spherical aberration (ds) to the 
minimum probe size (dt) are plotted against the convergence semi-angle at 30 kV in 
the Hitachi 4300SE.  
 
 
Table 2.2: Calculated working distances for the each objective aperture setting on the Hitachi 
4300SE corresponding to a convergence angle of 3.2 mrad. 
 
 
 
Aperture Number Objective Aperture Diameter (μm) Working Distance (mm)
1 100 15.63
2 50 7.13
3 30 4.69
4 20 3.13
Calculated Working Distance Given α = 3.2 mrad & Objective Aperture 
Diameter Settings on Hitachi 4300SE
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2. Optimization of Incline Plate Coating Thickness by Monte Carlo 
Simulation  
 
 Monte Carlo simulations were conducted for evaluating the signal 
generations from various thicknesses of Ir sputter coating (Figure 2.3). The 
corresponding Monte Carlo simulations for a gold (Au) sputter coating are also 
displayed (Figure 2.4).  The resultant backscatter electron yields for each sputter coating 
were plotted as a function of coating thickness (Figure 2.5 for Ir and Figure 2.6 for Au). 
The minimum thickness required for an Ir coating to attain its theoretical backscatter 
electron yield is 1 μm. In contrast, the minimum thickness required for an Au coating to 
attain its theoretical backscatter electron yield is only 600 nm. As a result, an Au 
coating was used for the optimal inclined plate design. The theoretical electron range as 
calculated by Kanaya and Okayama, RKO, for Au is 1.69 μm.  An approximate safety 
factor of 2.5 was applied to ensure sufficient signal generation from all areas of the 
inclined plate. Thus the optimal coating thickness for the inclined plate using a gold-
coating is 1.5 μm.  
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Figure 2.3: Signal generation for Ir coating layers with thicknesses of 5 nm, 25 nm, 100 nm and 
1,000 nm via Monte Carlo simulation.  
 
Figure 2.4: Signal generation for Au layers with coating thicknesses of 5 nm, 25 nm, 600 nm 
and 1,700 nm via Monte Carlo simulation.  
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Figure 2.5: Simulated backscattered coefficient versus coating layer thickness of Ir.  
 
 
Figure 2.6: Simulated backscattered coefficient versus coating layer thickness of Au.  
 
3. Optimization of DF Signal  
 
Monte Carlo simulations conducted to evaluate the influence of plate inclination 
on signal generation are displayed (Figure 2.7). As the angle of the inclined plate 
increases, the signal generation also increases but in an increasingly forward scattered 
direction (Figure 2.8). In the Hitachi 4300SE, the YAG detector used for DF imaging is 
approximately 15° degrees off-axis relative to the optical axis of the electron beam.  
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The position of the detector thus favors the use of smaller incline angles in order to 
effectively balance signal generation and the direction of maximum signal scatter.  
Experimental evidence was collected to further support the theoretical and simulated 
results. Initially, flat-polished and unpolished sets of 304 stainless steel and copper 
plates were prepared. However, only the copper plates were used because these plates 
allowed for more uniform adherence between the plate and the Au sputter coating.  Flat-
polished and unpolished copper plates were made with incline angles of 0°, 10°, 20°, 
40° and 80° (Figure 2.9). A representative simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
image of an Au standard specimen (Figure 2.10) taken with the 10° incline plate 
demonstrates the type of imaging that was conducted for each plate as well as without a 
plate present. The average BF signal intensity weighted by individual errors obtained 
during imaging with each plate is shown in Figure 2.11 (for the unpolished series) and 
Figure 2.12 (for the polished series). The average DF signal intensity weighted by 
individual errors obtained during imaging off of each plate is shown in Figure 2.13 (for 
the unpolished series) and Figure 2.14 (for the polished series). The DF signal intensity 
results agree with the theoretical and simulated results: smaller incline angles 
outperformed larger incline angles. The experimental results indicate that a flat-polished 
plate with a 10° inclination angle is best suited for the Hitachi 4300SE microscope used 
for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging.  
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Figure 2.7: Signal generation from a 600 nm thick  Au coating layer as a function of 0°, 30°, 
60°, and 80° electron beam tilting.   
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Figure 2.10: BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM image an Au standard specimen at 
150,000X magnification. 
 
Figure 2.11: Average BF STEM-IN-SEM signal intensity with error bars (3σ) as a function of 
inclination angle for the unpolished set of inclined plates.   
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Figure 2.12: Average BF STEM-IN-SEM signal intensity with error bars (3σ) as a function of 
inclination angle for the polished set of inclined plates.   
 
 
Figure 2.13: Average DF STEM-IN-SEM signal intensity with error bars (3σ) as a function of 
inclination angle for the unpolished set of inclined plates.   
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Figure 2.14: Average DF STEM-IN-SEM signal intensity with error bars (3σ) as a function of 
inclination angle for the polished set of inclined plates.   
 
4. Optimal Holder Design and STEM-IN-SEM Microscope Configuration 
 
The optimal specimen holder for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging features an entrenched flat housing for the specimen to reside with an overhead 
washer to reduce signal generation from the top of the specimen, a long vertical column 
that acts as structural support for the specimen housing and a base which secures the 
Au-coated 10° inclined plate and fits into the stage locking mechanism of a Hitachi 
4300 SEM (Figure 2.15). The optimal microscope configuration for simultaneous BF 
and DF STEM-IN-SEM is shown as a schematic diagram (Figure 2.16). The incident 
electron beam interacts with an electron-transparent specimen. Subsequently, 
transmitted electrons leaving the specimen may be characterized by their scattering 
angle. The scattering of transmitted electrons is completely dependent on the elements 
and their compositions from the specimen of interest. Transmitted electrons that are 
scattered at low-angles travel through the center aperture opening on the inclined plate 
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and are collected by an on-axis transmitted electron (TE) detector. The resultant BF 
STEM-IN-SEM images mainly exhibit mass-thickness contrast. Transmitted electrons 
that are scattered at high-angles undergo a scattering event off of the Au-coated 10° 
inclined plate and are directed toward and collected by an off-axis YAG detector. The 
DF STEM-IN-SEM images exhibit either diffraction contrast or Z-contrast depending 
on the type of specimen under investigation. The optimal operating conditions for 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging are: an accelerating voltage of 30 
kV, an objective lens aperture of 30 μm, a working distance of 4.69 mm and the use of 
large condenser lens strength to ensure a narrow probe size.   
 
Figure 2.15: A developed specimen holder with the optimum design criteria for simultaneous 
BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging in the Hitachi 4300SE.  
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Figure 2.16: A schematic diagram showing the optimal microscope configuration for 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging in the Hitachi 4300SE.  
 
b. Measurement of Specimen Holder Performance   
 1. Evaluation of SEM Beam Deflection Effect 
 The 0.3 μm (diameter) polystyrene latex particles used to evaluate the SEM 
beam deflection effect have a particle size (diameter) distribution of 0.29 μm to 0.31 
μm. Two BF STEM-IN-SEM images are shown in Figure 2.17 (low magnification 
(top), high magnification (bottom)) to detail the polystyrene latex particles used. Results 
indicate that no statistically significant image distortion occurs over magnifications 
ranging from 10,000X to 300,000X (Figure 2.18). Therefore, the beam is not deflected 
as it scans the specimen and thus stays normal relative to a non-tilted specimen.   
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Figure 2.17: Low magnification (top, 30,000X) and high magnification (bottom, 100,000X) 
images of 0.3 μm (diameter) polystyrene latex particles via BF STEM-IN-SEM.  
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Figure 2.18: Average polystyrene particle size (diameter) with error bars (3σ) as a function of 
magnification.  
 
 2. Evaluation of DF Signal 
  Comparison of the simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images at a 
working distance of 4.5 mm (Figure 2.19) and 13.5 mm (Figure 2.20) reveals different 
intensity profiles across the same area of interest. At the shorter working distance, the 
specimen is at the optimal position for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging and is above the position of the YAG detector. In this condition, the copper 
grid bars that surround the Au standard specimen (left and right-most arrows in Figure 
2.19) produce minimal contrast, nearly 4 times lower than the signal intensity from the 
Au standard regions at low magnification. The low signal intensity from the copper grid 
regions is directly attributed to the thickness of these regions; which are not electron 
transparent. Furthermore, the signal intensity from a hole in the specimen (center arrow 
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in Figure 2.19) produces a comparable minimal level of contrast. At the higher working 
distance, the specimen is no longer in the optimal position for simultaneous BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM imaging and is below the position of the YAG detector. In this 
condition, the signal from the top of specimen is detected by the YAG detector instead 
of the signal from electrons transmitted through the specimen. As a result, at low 
magnification the copper grid bars that surround the Au standard specimen (left and 
right-most arrows in Figure 2.20) produce more signal, nearly 1.7 times higher than the 
signal intensity from the Au standard regions. The high intensity from the copper girds 
regions is directly attributed to BSEs that are caused by the elastic scattering of incident 
electrons. As expected, the signal intensity from a hole in the specimen (center arrow in 
Figure 2.20) produces a minimal level of contrast.  
 To further investigate the minimal contrast observed in (Figure 2.19) two 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images were taken of a large hole in the Au 
standard specimen. The first image was collected at optimal imaging conditions and 
with an unperturbed electron beam (Figure 2.21). Since there is no specimen inside the 
hole, there should be no electron scattering and thus no DF signal intensity. The average 
signal intensity from inside the hole in Figure 2.21 is a normalized intensity level of 55. 
The second image was collected at a high magnification such that the hole spanned the 
entry viewing screen but with the electron beam blocked from interacting with the 
specimen (Figure 2.22). The beam was blocked by turning the objective aperture such 
that it covers the electron beams path.  The average signal intensity from inside the hole 
in Figure 2.22 also produced a normalized intensity level of 55. As a result, the minimal 
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contrast in the DF STEM-IN-SEM images is not attributed to electron beam-specimen 
interactions.  
 
 
Figure 2.19: Simultaneous BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM images an Au standard 
specimen at low magnification obtained at a working distance of 4.5 mm. Arrows 
in DF STEM-IN-SEM correspond to areas of minimum normalized signal intensity 
as shown in the line profile plot (bottom).  
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Figure 2.20: Simultaneous BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM images of an Au standard 
specimen at low magnification obtained at a working distance of 13.5 mm. Left 
and right arrows in DF STEM-IN-SEM correspond to areas of maximum 
normalized signal intensity and the middle arrow corresponds to a hole displaying 
minimal normalized signal intensity as shown in the line profile plot (bottom).  
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Figure 2.21: Simultaneous BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM images of a hole in the Au 
standard specimen imaged with an unblocked electron beam. The line profile in 
the DF STEM-IN-SEM corresponds to minimal normalized signal intensity as 
shown in the line profile plot (bottom).  
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Figure 2.22: Simultaneous BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM images within a hole in the 
Au standard specimen imaged with a blocked electron beam. The line profile in the 
DF STEM-IN-SEM corresponds to minimal normalized signal intensity as shown 
in the line profile plot (bottom).  
 
 3. Determination of DF Signal Contrast Mechanism  
 The minimum detection angle for Z contrast imaging is plotted as a function of 
the atomic spacing along the crystalline lattice that is interacting with the electron beam 
Figure 2.22. The aperture cut off angle on the 10° inclined plate is 60 mrad. Electrons 
scattered at angles higher than 60 mrad are collected by the YAG detector and form a 
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DF image in the current holder setting. Three examples are plotted on Figure 2.22 to 
illustrate the contrast mechanisms observed in DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging at 30 kV. 
First, the Au111 lattice spacing corresponds to a minimum detection angle of 106 mrad. 
Since 106 mrad is greater than the 60 mrad cut off aperture on the 10° inclined plate, Au 
DF STEM-IN-SEM images exhibit both diffraction contrast and Z-contrast. Second, the 
PE lattice spacing corresponds to a minimum detection angle that is just above the 10° 
inclined plate aperture cut off angle and thus PE DF STEM-IN-SEM images exhibit 
primarily Z-contrast. Third, the minimum detection angle for PS is below the cut off 
angle on the 10° inclined plate and thus PS DF STEM-IN-SEM images at 30 kV exhibit 
pure Z-contrast.  
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2.4 Discussion 
a. Optimization of Holder Design 
 To achieve a minimum probe size of 1.8 nm for 30kV STEM-IN-SEM imaging 
the beam convergence angle must be 3.2 mrad.  This beam convergence angle can be 
achieved at any aperture setting as illustrated in Table 2.2. The two largest aperture 
settings (by diameter) are impractical for observing soft materials (e.g. polymer 
systems). A large aperture will produce more beam current to interact with the specimen 
and this may result in greater damage to the specimen during imaging, especially at 
high magnification.  
In comparing the two smallest aperture settings (by diameter) selecting the 
smallest aperture, and thus the smallest working distance, may increase the probability 
of damaging the electron microscope during operation. In the Hitachi 4300SE, the 
operating software limits the shortest working distance to 5 mm. This limit serves to 
protect an environmental secondary electron detector (ESED) that resides directly 
underneath the electron column pole piece. The ESED detector and its safety 
mechanism are roughly 3 mm thick. Using the smallest working distance (Table 2.2), 
the top of the specimen housing on the simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
specimen holder could collide into the ESED detector during operation. Conversely, 
using the second smallest aperture setting (and working distance) would allow for 
enough space for efficient STEM-IN-SEM operation.  
A working distance of 4.69 mm is still past the 5 mm limit imposed by the 
operating software. As such, a bypass mechanism was installed to override the 5 mm 
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limit during STEM-IN-SEM imaging. The height of the simultaneous BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder was optimized such that the specimen housing directly 
corresponds to a working distance of 4.6 mm during operation.  
Once the BF STEM-IN-SEM component of the new specimen holder was 
optimized, establishing DF STEM-IN-SEM became paramount. A plate on the base of 
the new specimen holder is used to facilitate DF imaging. Three critical parameters for 
optimizing the DF imaging are the selection of a coating material to increase the signal 
generation yield from the plate, the thickness of the coating layer to be used and, the 
optimal inclination angle to which the plate may be oriented to maximize forward 
scattering toward the YAG detector. 
 Gold and iridium were considered as potential coating materials because they 
are already commonly used and available in the field of SEM as sputtering materials for 
many materials systems. Monte Carlo simulations showed that less gold is required to 
facilitate signal generation from the plate as compared to Ir (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6). 
The use of less coating presents an opportunity to minimize the materials cost of 
developing the new specimen holder. Ultimately, this cost reduction will allow the 
overall cost of the specimen holder to be low enough that it can be an attractive option 
for both industrial and academic research environments.  
A safety factor was applied to the minimum thickness required to ensure that 
sufficient signal generation may occur from the plate throughout the lifetime of the 
specimen holder.  
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Theoretical data showed that smaller inclination angles provide sufficient signal 
generation with optimal forward scattering (Figure 2.8). In attempting to prove this 
relationship experimental both 304 stainless steel and copper plates were designed and 
produced. However, the copper plates provided a significant fabrication advantage over 
the 304 stainless steel plates. Initially, both types of plates were bent before sputter 
coating. During sputtering, the bent plates yielded a non-uniform coating because the 
various orientation differences between each bent plate and the sputter coating source. 
Furthermore, in terms of addressing the influence of surface roughness on signal 
generation polishing was required and is generally conducted with greater ease when 
using a flat sample. Therefore, the plates would need to be bent after sputter coating. 
Bending would have to occur without damaging the coated surface of the plates to 
ensure that the polished subset of plates remained relatively scratch-free.  The higher 
ductility and lower stiffness of copper compared to 304 stainless steel provided an 
advantage during plate fabrication. Thus, copper plates were used for experimentally 
evaluating the effect of plate inclination on DF signal generation.  
The average BF signal intensity is highest without a plate present (Figure 2.11 
and Figure 2.12). While the inclusion of the plate reduces the average signal intensity, 
the aperture on the plate serves to restrict high-angle scattering from taking part in BF 
signal formation. By limiting the high-angle scattering range the aperture serves to 
increase the contrast in the resultant BF image. No significant difference was observed 
in average signal intensity across the range of inclination angles used for both the 
polished and unpolished plates. Indeed, differences in signal intensity less than 50 in 
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normalized signal are difficult to distinguish visually from noise.  This result 
demonstrates that the inclination angle of each plate did not hinder BF signal intensity.  
 The average DF signal intensity was the lowest when using no plate and when 
using an 80° inclined plate (Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14). When no plate is present the 
DF signal generation is drastically lowered because electrons must undergo scattering 
off a low atomic number graphite coating (i.e. no effective backscattering toward the 
YAG detector). When an 80° inclined plate is used the forward scattering of electrons, 
used for DF signal generation, is not optimally oriented toward the YAG detector in the 
Hitachi 4300SE at Lehigh University. The use of plates with low inclination angles 
leads to nearly double the average DF signal intensity compared to the absence of a 
plate. Yet, the signal intensity does not change significantly between the low inclination 
angles used for both polished and unpolished plates. Again, differences in signal 
intensity measuring less than 50 normalized intensity are difficult to interpret visually. 
This result was surprising because previous iterations of plate designs yielded slightly 
statistical preferences for certain inclination angles. However, the previous iterations 
also included coating thicknesses well below the minimum coating thickness for 
optimal signal generation determined in Chapter 2 Section 2.3 Part 2. Thus, by applying 
coatings above the minimum required value significant signal generation is produced 
for DF imaging. In addition, forward scattered electrons, coming off of the plate, have 
an unperturbed path to the YAG detector and thus small variations in inclination angle 
to not influence DF image formation. The average DF signal intensity (~100 normalized 
intensity) is roughly half of the average BF signal intensity (~200 normalized intensity). 
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The roughly 100 normalized intensity for DF signal intensity may represent the upper 
limit for DF signal intensity using the indirect detection method used for DF STEM-IN-
SEM imaging.  
The optimization of the BF and DF signal intensities led to the development of 
the optimal specimen holder (Figure 2.15). This specimen holder features an ergonomic 
design that enables users to place their specimens into the specimen housing without the 
risk of bending fragile electron-transparent thin samples. The specimen housing has a 
slit that runs from the top of the housing to the bottom. As a result, users can load their 
specimen with tweezers, rest the specimen in the housing, and then remove the tweezers 
through the slit without inadvertently colliding with the specimen. In addition, the top 
of the specimen housing is covered with a washer that further ensures that the specimen 
will not move during operation. These features streamline specimen loading and thus 
make simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging an approachable technique for 
traditional SEM users and a familiar technique for traditional TEM and STEM users.  
The microscope configuration for simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging (Figure 2.24 and schematically shown in Figure 2.16) allows for efficient BF 
and DF signal acquisition. The specimen holder is designed such that the center of the 
specimen is aligned to the center of the aperture on the inclined plate, which is aligned 
to the optical axis of the electron column and the TE detector. Thus, the BF signal can 
be readily acquired. The YAG detector is located below the specimen plane to allow 
only transmitted electrons to participate in DF image formation. Furthermore, the YAG 
detector is positioned at a minimum distance relative to the inclined plate, which 
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maximizes the solid-angle for signal collection. Sufficient viewing area (on a millimeter 
scale) is available to allow users to move to various regions on a specimen without 
colliding into the YAG detector.  
Similar to the operating procedures in a TEM, users should wait for the 
specimen chamber to stabilize. In addition, the voltage must be increased incrementally 
to ensure that the electron gun is not damaged. Similar to STEM, users may load 
alignment files to promote consistency between imaging sessions.  
 
Figure 2.24: The optimal microscope configuration for simultaneous BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM imaging in the Hitachi 4300SE as viewed from the specimen 
chamber.  
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b. Parameters for DF STEM-IN-SEM Imaging 
 The full characterization potential of DF imaging enables the direct correlation 
of image signal intensities to the atomic number of the constituent elements in the 
specimen of interest when the scattering angle is high enough. The correlation between 
signal intensity and atomic number is a consequence of electron beam-specimen 
interactions. The scattering angle of electrons transmitted through the specimen can be 
used to distinguish between diffraction contrast effects and atomic number contrast 
effects.  
To successfully apply DF imaging to STEM-IN-SEM, the scattering of 
transmitted electrons must be attributed solely to the electron beam’s interactions with 
the specimen. In this regard, electron beam scanning before specimen interaction must 
be well understood, the contrast mechanisms in the observed DF STEM-IN-SEM 
images must be characterized and the scattering angles of transmitted electrons using 30 
kV STEM-IN-SEM should be well defined.  
An analysis of the SEM electron beam deflection, before specimen interaction, 
on the resultant image quality of polystyrene latex particles of known size yielded no 
appreciable image distortion. While the incident electron beam may still be deflected, 
its deflection is not affecting image formation. The resultant scattering of electrons 
transmitted through the specimen can thus be directly attributed to the specimen itself.  
The contrast observed in DF STEM-IN-SEM images were found to be different 
from the contrast observed in traditional BSE images. The copper regions on traditional 
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TEM grids are too thick for electron transparency. In the DF STEM-IN-SEM images 
the copper grids exhibit minimum contrast (Figure 2.19) whereas in the traditional BSE 
images the copper grids exhibit maximum contrast (Figure 2.20). This is related to the 
position of the YAG detector relative to the specimen. During DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging, the specimen is above the YAG detector (which is also off-axis). However, 
during BSE imaging the specimen is below the YAG detector. The signal intensity in 
BSE images is related to the electron beam interactions with the surface of the specimen 
and an interaction volume that can span hundreds of nanometers into the specimen [20].    
During DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging the minimum contrast of the copper regions 
on the TEM grid have higher signal intensity then the same regions in BF STEM-IN-
SEM imaging (Figure 2.19). To explore this discrepancy, the average signal intensity 
from a hole in the Au standard specimen was evaluated with and without the electron 
beam interacting with the specimen. Both cases produced similar signal intensity. Thus, 
the discrepancy is attributed as dark current of the detector. The YAG detector used for 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging has no voltage bias applied to it. Thus, no electrons are 
attracted to the detector. Only fast electrons (i.e. high energy BSEs) oriented toward the 
detector take part in image formation. Thus, the electron signal may be low and upon 
conversion of the electron signal to a photon signal for digital image viewing high 
amplification is required. The minimum contrast observed is the result of electronic 
noise as a result of the amplification process. The TE detector used for BF STEM-IN-
SEM imaging has a small positive voltage bias applied to it which attracts more 
electrons to participate in image formation. Thus, upon conversion of the electron signal 
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to a photon signal for digital image viewing, the amplification of the electron signal is 
not as intense as in the YAG detector. As a result, the electronic noise (and the resultant 
minimum contrast) from the TE detector is less than that observed in the YAG detector.   
An analysis of the scattering angles of transmitted electrons at 30 kV revealed 
that harder materials (with characteristically shorter lattice spacing’s) still exhibit 
diffraction contrast effects during DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging. However, soft 
materials, specifically polymers systems (with characteristically larger lattice spacing’s) 
exhibit Z-contrast during DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging. The unit cell dimensions of 
polymers systems increase as the functionality of side groups become more complex 
[30]. The simplest polymer chain, PE, requires a minimum detection angle that is just 
above the cut off of the aperture on the 10° inclined plate. Thus any polymer systems, 
including polymer-polymer nanocomposites, observed using the simultaneous BF and 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging should exhibit mass-thickness contrast in BF images and 
Z-contrast in DF images.  
c. Application and limitations of Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
Imaging  
 Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may be applied to the 
investigation of any electron-transparent specimen of interest including polymers, 
biological materials, metals, ceramics and composites. The versatility in the specimen 
holder design allows for new inclined plates to be made with aperture cut off angles that 
are appropriate for any given specimen of interest. The nanometer scale-sized 
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morphology of many materials may be observed for particle size and distribution 
analysis.  
This technique may be used both in industry and in academic research 
environments. The breadth of information available from BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
images may prove as a suitable alternative to TEM characterization of materials. 
Specifically for soft materials this technique may be a cost-efficient method for full 
characterization of specimen morphology. In terms of hard materials, this technique 
may serve as a valuable precursor to TEM and STEM observation of specimen by 
serving as a screening tool for more advances characterization studies (e.g. high 
resolution TEM (HRTEM), X-ray analysis, and diffraction studies).  Simultaneous BF 
and DF STEM-IN-SEM is a suitable precursor because images may be acquired readily 
and can provide information as to which regions of the specimen are worth further 
investigation and whether the specimen has been appropriately prepared for TEM and 
STEM observation.  Indeed, STEM-IN-SEM requires less time for vacuum stabilization 
and voltage ramp up as compared to TEM. Thus, for example, users can start a TEM 
and while waiting for the vacuum in the TEM column to stabilize, they can acquire 
simultaneous BF & DF STEM-IN-SEM images for subsequent navigation of the 
specimen in TEM.  
  The limitations of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM are largely dictated 
by the low accelerating voltage (30 kV) that is available during operation. At 30 kV, the 
spatial resolution of BF STEM-IN-SEM images is limited to 1.8 nm. Using the indirect 
method for DF image formation outlined earlier, the spatial resolution of DF STEM-IN-
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SEM images is estimated to be limited to approximately 5 nm. The DF spatial 
resolution is limited by the nearly 50% decrease in signal intensity observed in DF 
STEM-IN-SEM images as compared to BF STEM-IN-SEM images. The spatial 
resolutions outlined are not absolute and should be taken as guidelines because many 
other variables including operating conditions, specimen quality, and user ability play 
significant roles in the acquisition of high resolution images in any electron microscope. 
Furthermore, the underlying contrast mechanism of electron microscopy images is of 
greater importance that the resolution obtained. In this regard, simultaneous BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM enables intuitive and informative interpretation of specimen 
morphology without the need for additional operating procedures.   
2.5 Conclusion 
 A new specimen holder has been developed to facilitate simultaneous BF and 
DF STEM-IN-SEM image. The height of the holder has been optimized to allow the 
specimen to be at a working distance of 4.69 mm from the electron column pole piece, 
which corresponds to a minimum probe size of 1.8 nm and a convergence angle of 3.2 
mrad during 30 kV operation. An inclined plate was developed to facilitate DF image 
formation. Gold was selected as the optimal coating material for the plate based on the 
agreement between simulated and experimental data. Furthermore, an evaluation of 
plate inclination and surface roughness yielded an optimal plate with 10° inclination and 
a flat-polished surface. Overall, the new specimen holder features an ergonomic design 
for easy specimen loading and fits directly into the stage locking mechanism in the 
Hitachi 4300SE.  
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The microscope configuration allows for simultaneous acquisition of BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM images with the use of two detectors (one on-axis and one off-axis). 
Similar to the operating procedures in a TEM, users should wait for the chamber 
vacuum to stabilize and ramp up the accelerating voltage.  
DF STEM-IN-SEM images are solely attributed to the electron beam’s 
interactions with the specimen. No image distortion was observed from pre-specimen 
electron beam inclination effects. In addition, experimentation and discussion of the 
differences between DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging and traditional BSE imaging was 
conducted. DF STEM-IN-SEM images are the direct result of high-angle scattered 
electrons transmitted through the specimen. Furthermore, the differences between the 
TE detector (used for BF imaging) and the YAG detector (used for DF imaging) were 
explored. Results indicated complementary signal intensity, which is expected for BF 
and DF imaging pairs.  
The scattering behavior at 30 kV was used to evaluate the underlying contrast 
mechanism for DF STEM-IN-SEM images. In general, harder materials display 
diffraction contrast using 30 kV STEM-IN-SEM due to their smaller unit cell structures 
whereas softer materials exhibit Z-contrast due to their larger unit cell structures. At 30 
kV, the spatial resolution of BF STEM-IN-SEM images is limited to 1.8 nm. The spatial 
resolution of DF STEM-IN-SEM images is estimated to be limited to approximately 5 
nm. The DF spatial resolution is limited by the nearly 50% decrease in signal intensity 
observed in DF STEM-IN-SEM images as compared to BF STEM-IN-SEM images.  
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Chapter 3: Simultaneous BF & DF STEM-IN-SEM Imaging of Polymer Systems 
3.1 Introduction 
 The application of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging to polymer 
systems is presented. Various polymer systems are investigated and are related to 
potential industrial and academic research scenarios. STEM-IN-SEM imaging of 
polymer systems is compared to TEM and STEM observation. Lastly, the role of 
specimen thickness on BF signal intensity is quantitatively investigated for both STEM-
IN-SEM and TEM, using an unstained sample. The image contrast generated from the 
unstained sample is based solely on the inherent contrast of the sample itself.  
3.2 Materials and Methods 
a. Polymer systems  
 Polymer systems investigated include: 
 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A 
(DGEBA). 
 18 wt% carboxyl-terminated liquid butadiene-acrylonitrile (CTBN) rubber and 5 
wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA. 
 2.5 phr and 25 phr copolymer of polystyrene, 1,4-polybutadiene and 
syndiotactic poly (methyl methacrylate) (SBM) in DGEBA. 
 0.3 um (diameter) polystyrene latex particles.  
 High impact polystyrene (HIPS) pellets.  
All bulk epoxy-based polymer nanocomposite samples were made by Professor 
Pearson’s group at Lehigh University. Nanosilica was provided by 3M, SBM was 
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provided by Arkema, Inc., CTBN was provided by Hycar Chemical Co. and DGEBA 
was provided by Dow Chemical Co. HIPS pellets were provided by the Mechanical 
Engineering department at Lehigh University. All bulk epoxy-based polymer 
nanocomposite samples were cured with piperidine (5 phr) for 6 hours at 160 ˚C. All 
bulk samples were sent to the University of Massachusetts Medical School for osmium 
tetroxide (OsO4) staining and cryo-ultramicrotoming unless otherwise requested. The 
OsO4 stains the butadiene segments of the CTBN and SBM so that the overall 
morphology of the blends can be observed. Specimens made with the cryo-
ultramicrotome were typically 100 nm in thickness unless otherwise requested.  
b. Polymer System Imaging Methodology 
To illustrate the use of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging 
various polymer systems have been investigated. Examples showcase the versatility of 
this technique and feature a range of imaging conditions. Various scenarios for the 
application of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging for both academic and 
research environments are discussed in conjunction with the imaging results presented.  
c. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM vs. BF TEM & HAADF STEM  
Conventional 200 kV BF TEM imaging and simultaneous 30 kV BF and DF 
STEM-IN-SEM imaging have been compared using two polymer systems, 10wt% 23 
nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA and 25 phr SBM in DGEBA. In addition, 60 kV 
high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM imaging is compared to simultaneous 30 
kV BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging using the 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica 
in DGEBA specimen. The results are compared qualitatively based on the observable 
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features in each image. Furthermore, the limitations of each technique are discussed. 
Simultaneous BF & DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging was conducted in the Hitachi 4300SE 
instrument. TEM imaging was conducted in a JEOL 2000FX instrument and STEM 
imaging was conducted in a JEOL ARM200F.  
d. The Influence of Specimen Thickness on BF Signal Intensity 
 Unstained samples of 25 phr E20 SBM in DGEBA were ultramicrotomed at the 
University of Massachusetts Medical School to produce TEM-thin specimens of the 
following thicknesses: 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 300 nm. Two sets of electron-
transparent specimens were prepared for each thickness.  The first set of specimens was 
observed in TEM at 200 kV. Five images, each at 20,000X magnification, were collected 
from random locations. The second set of specimens was observed under BF STEM-IN-
SEM at an operating voltage of 30 kV. The signal intensity from each image was obtained 
using Image J [24] and the average signal intensity weighted by individual errors was 
calculated using the procedure previously described in Chapter 2 Section 2b Part 3. The 
signal intensity versus sample thickness is compared between both microscopy techniques. 
The signal intensity trends are evaluated and possible explanations for their behavior are 
discussed.  
3.3 Results 
a. Polymer System Imaging  
 Simultaneous BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (250,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA are shown in 
Figure 3.1. The BF image displays mass-thickness contrast. The discrete nanosilica 
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phase scatter more electrons than the epoxy matrix and thus the nanosilica appear with 
lower signal intensity because the TE detector is along the optical axis of the electron 
beam. The DF image displays Z-contrast for which the scattering from the discrete 
nanosilica phase leads to higher signal intensity reaching the off-axis YAG detector 
compared to the epoxy matrix.   
Simultaneous BF (4,000X magnification) and DF (20,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of 18 wt% CTBN rubber and 5 wt% 23 nm (diameter) 
nanosilica in DGEBA are shown in Figure 3.2. The BF image displays mass-thickness 
contrast. The discrete nanosilica phase and the OsO4-stained CTBN rubber phase both 
scatter more electrons than the epoxy matrix. The DF image displays Z-contrast for 
which both the discrete nanosilica phase and the OsO4-stained CTBN rubber phase 
display higher signal intensity compared to the epoxy matrix. 
Simultaneous BF (20,000X magnification) and DF (100,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of OsO4-stained 2.5 phr SBM in DGEBA are shown in Figure 
3.3. Simultaneous BF (10,000X magnification) and DF (10,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of HIPS are shown in Figure 3.4. Simultaneous BF (40,000X 
magnification) and DF (200,000X magnification) STEM-IN-SEM images of 0.3 μm 
(diameter) polystyrene latex particles are shown in Figure 3.5. For all three of these 
systems, again, the BF images display mass-thickness contrast and the DF images 
display Z-contrast.  
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Figure 3.1: Simultaneous BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (250,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA.  
 
  
Figure 3.2: Simultaneous BF (4,000X magnification) and DF (20,000X magnification) STEM-
IN-SEM images of 18 wt% CTBN rubber and 5 wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in 
DGEBA.  
 
BF DF 
 
 
 
 
BF DF 
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Figure 3.3: Simultaneous BF (20,000X magnification) and DF (100,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of OsO4-stained 2.5 phr SBM in DGEBA. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Simultaneous BF (10,000X magnification) and DF (10,000X magnification) STEM-
IN-SEM images of HIPS.  
BF DF 
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Figure 3.5: Simultaneous BF (40,000X magnification) and DF (200,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of 0.3 μm (diameter) polystyrene latex particles. 
 
 b. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM vs. BF TEM & HAADF STEM  
 Simultaneously acquired BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (250,000X 
magnification) STEM-IN-SEM images of stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA are shown in 
Figure 3.6. The BF image displays mass-thickness contrast and highlights that 
significant agglomeration of the discrete SBM phase within the epoxy matrix at a filler 
content of 25 phr.  The DF image displays Z-contrast which allows high resolution 
imaging of the discrete phase. The preferentially OsO4-stained polybutadiene 
component of the discrete SBM phase appears bright and surrounds the unstained 
polystyrene component which appears dark (Figure 3.6). In comparison, a BF TEM 
image of the same OsO4-stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA specimen (Figure 3.7) displays 
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mass-thickness contrast and displays comparable quality to the BF STEM-IN-SEM 
image (Figure 3.6).  However, overexposure of the 200 kV electron beam leads to 
specimen damage and subsequent destruction (as evident from the bottom regions of 
Figure 3.7).  
 Simultaneously acquired BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (500,000X 
magnification) STEM-IN-SEM images 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA 
are shown in Figure 3.8. The BF image displays mass-thickness contrast and shows the 
uniform distribution of the discrete nanosilica in the epoxy matrix. The higher 
magnification DF image displays Z-contrast and allows for effective particle size 
(diameter) measurements of the nanosilica phase (which appears bright in comparison 
to the lower-effective Z of the epoxy matrix). Comparable imaging results are produced 
with BF TEM imaging (mass-thickness contrast, Figure 3.9) and HAADF STEM 
imaging (Z-contrast, Figure 3.10).  
 
Figure 3.6: Simultaneously acquired BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (250,000X 
magnification) STEM-IN-SEM images of stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA. 
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Figure 3.7: A BF TEM image of the same OsO4-stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA. 
 
  
Figure 3.8: Simultaneous BF (50,000X magnification) and DF (500,000X magnification) 
STEM-IN-SEM images of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA.  
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Figure 3.9: A BF TEM image (500,000X magnification) of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica 
in DGEBA.  
 
 
Figure 3.10: A HAADF STEM image (600,000X magnification) of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) 
nanosilica in DGEBA.  
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c. The Influence of Specimen Thickness on BF Signal Intensity  
 BF TEM observation of unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in DGEBA (Figure 3.11) 
revealed that the signal intensity decreased from a normalized intensity of nearly 100 to 
nearly 70 as the thickness of the specimen increased from 50 nm to 300 nm (Figure 
3.13). However, BF STEM-IN-SEM observation of the unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in 
DGEBA (Figure 3.12) revealed that the signal intensity increased from a normalized 
intensity of nearly 120 to nearly 150 as the thickness of the specimen increased from 50 
nm to 150 nm (Figure 3.13). Beyond a specimen thickness of 150 nm the signal 
intensity dropped to a normalized intensity of 120. Overall, the signal intensity from BF 
STEM-IN-SEM observation was higher than BF TEM observation.  
 
Figure 3.11: BF TEM images of unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in DGEBA at specimen thicknesses 
of 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 300 nm.  
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Figure 3.12: BF (left) and DF (right) STEM-IN-SEM images of unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in 
DGEBA at specimen thicknesses of 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 300 nm.  
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3.4 Discussion 
a. Polymer System Imaging  
 Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging of polymers systems has 
many applications for industry and academic research environments. This technique is 
cost-effective and may be applied to any existing SEM without major modification.  
Potential scenarios for utilizing simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging for 
the observation of polymer systems include analyzing the morphology of potential 
nanocomposites for flip-chip manufacturing, investigating rubber cavitation in rubber-
toughened polymer nanocomposites, determining particle size and distribution after 
polymer synthesis and examining raw pellets before extrusion processing.  
 Flip-chip manufacturing is a method used by the computer electronics industry 
for making integrated circuits. The silicon-based circuits are typically adhered to a 
protective housing using an epoxy-based adhesive. The modulus mismatch between the 
adhesive and the silicon-based circuit can lead to premature cracking and subsequent 
failure. As a result, the epoxy-based adhesive is toughened to increase its fracture 
toughness. To investigate the mechanical performance of toughened epoxy-based 
adhesives simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may be used to 
characterize the toughening agents. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging 
of 10wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA (Figure 3.1) may be used to correlate 
the influence of particle size and concentration with the mechanical performance of the 
bulk nanosilica in DGEBA adhesives.  
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 In addition to nanosilica-toughening, epoxy-based polymer systems are 
commonly rubber-toughened for use as structural adhesives. The fracture toughness of 
these adhesives is based on the interaction between the rubber particle and the epoxy 
matrix. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may be used to investigate 
the interaction between the rubber-epoxy interface. For example after fracture 
toughness testing, 18 wt% CTBN rubber and 5 wt% 23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in 
DGEBA (Figure 3.2) may be investigated to determine if the rubber is debonding from 
the matrix or if the rubber is cavitating. The deformation mechanism can then be 
correlated to the fracture toughness behavior.  
 The synthesis of new polymer nanocomposites requires a thorough 
understanding of the specimen morphology. Thus, the development of 2.5 phr SBM in 
DGEBA (Figure 3.3) may be better understood with accurate particle size and 
distribution measurements by simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging. BF 
STEM-IN-SEM may offer low magnification images to determine particle distribution 
while Z-contrast DF STEM-IN-SEM images offer high magnification images for 
particle size measurements.  
 Commercial polymers and plastics (polymers with other additives and 
stabilizers) involve the production of raw pellets which are sold and used for a wide 
number of applications ranging from food storage, consumer products, and 
transportation. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may be used as 
quality control for evaluating raw pellets by both suppliers and industrial customers. 
Raw pellets of polymer systems such as HIPS (Figure 3.4) may be examined for any 
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discrete phase deformation analysis and the amount of porosity in the given pellets to 
optimize extrusion processing procedures. Similarly, latex particles (Figure 3.5) may be 
examined for quality control.  
b. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM vs. BF TEM and HAADF STEM   
 
 BF STEM-IN-SEM images of stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA (Figure 3.6) 
produced comparable image quality to BF TEM imaging of the same system. However, 
the advantage of STEM-IN-SEM over TEM is in the acquisition of DF images. 
Typically, DF images in TEM require reciprocal lattice navigation, preferential axis 
orientation and subsequent movement of the direct beam and one diffracted beam. This 
is not possible in polymer systems because no long range order exists and thus there is 
no periodic reciprocal lattice for navigation. Thus, DF TEM images of polymer 
systems, such as stained 25 phr SBM in DGEBA, is not possible unless an annular 
objective aperture is used [31]. Utilizing the microscope configuration of simultaneous 
BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM, DF imaging is made possible by separating high-angle and 
low-angle scattered electrons (Figure 3.6).   
 Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM may be used as a precursor to STEM 
analysis of polymer systems. Figure 3.8 includes a DF STEM-IN-SEM image of 10wt% 
23 nm (diameter) nanosilica in DGEBA  at the highest magnification available in the 
Hitachi 4300SE (500,000X). As shown in Figure 3.10 a comparable image is obtained 
using STEM with an HAADF detector at 600,000X. The HAADF image is the starting 
image obtained prior to specimen-specific alignment. As a result, simultaneous BF and 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may allow users to screen specimens before subsequent 
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STEM observation. The purpose of screening is to enable more value-added imaging 
and advanced analysis to occur during STEM operation.   
c. The Influence of Specimen Thickness on BF Signal Intensity  
  BF TEM observation, at 200kV, of unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in DGEBA 
(Figure 3.11) yielded diminishing signal intensity with increasing specimen thickness. 
This behavior is attributed to the increase in low-angle electron scattering events as the 
specimen thickness increased. More scattering events lead to a broader distribution of 
signal intensities reaching the detector.  The mean signal intensity thus decreases as the 
specimen thickness increases. The measured decrease is not statistically drastic and may 
indicate a gentle decline in the mean signal intensity for the range of specimen 
thicknesses observed. However, in 30 kV BF STEM-IN-SEM of unstained 25 phr E20 
SBM in DGEBA (Figure 3.12) the signal intensity rose until a thickness of 150 nm 
before diminishing when the specimen thickness increased to 300 nm thickness. This is 
attributed to the high-angle electron scattering evident at 30 kV in which more 
interaction takes place between the electron beam and the specimen as compared to 200 
kV operation. In addition, the absence of post-specimen projection lens decreases the 
effects of chromatic aberration (i.e. less signal broadening) [18]. The measured mean 
signal intensities collected do follow a statistically relevant trend. It is worth noting that 
DF STEM-IN-SEM image signal intensity diminishes with increasing specimen 
thickness. Thus, a compromise must be made during specimen preparation depending 
on the imaging needs of the experiment at hand.  
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 Finally, the BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM images of unstained 25 phr E20 SBM in 
DGEBA (Figure 3.12) represent an attempt at utilizing only the inherent contrast of the 
specimen for image formation. The results indicate that an indirect detection method for 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging can provide sufficient analysis of particle distribution but 
particle size measurements for near nanometer-sized particles still remains a challenge.  
3.5 Conclusion 
 Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging results of polymers systems 
have showcased the versatility of this technique and have pushed the resolution limits of 
SEM observation. The results have been used to illustrate the use of simultaneous BF 
and DF STEM-IN-SEM for both industrial and academic research applications. Such 
research scenarios included morphological analysis of epoxy-based adhesives for flip-
chip manufacturing, an investigation of the structure-property relationships in rubber-
toughened polymer nanocomposites, the determination of particle size and distribution 
for polymer synthesis studies and the examination of raw pellets before industrial 
processing. Furthermore, the imaging results were used to compare STEM-IN-SEM to 
both TEM and STEM. BF STEM-IN-SEM images produced comparable image quality 
to BF TEM imaging of the same polymer system. BF STEM-IN-SEM also allows for 
polymer specimens with larger thicknesses to be imaged with average image signal 
intensities comparable to thinner BF TEM polymer specimens. However, STEM-IN-
SEM allows for the acquisition of DF images of soft materials which is not typically 
possible by DF TEM. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging has been 
shown to be a useful screening tool for subsequent STEM analysis of polymer systems. 
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Finally, initial progress in imaging unstained polymer systems has indicated that an 
indirect detection method for DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging can provide sufficient 
imaging for morphological interpretation but sufficient signal intensity is not available 
for high resolution (less than 5 nm) imaging.   
Chapter 4: General Conclusion 
4.1 Overall Conclusion 
 Various specimen-holder geometries and detector arrangements for BF STEM-
IN-SEM presented in literature have been reviewed. To further the characterization 
potential of STEM-IN-SEM a new specimen holder has been developed to facilitate 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging. Development of simultaneous BF 
and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging has incorporated theory, simulation and 
experimentation. The hybrid direct detection (for BF imaging) and indirect detection 
(for DF imaging) method developed involves the transmission of forward-scattered 
electrons through an electron-transparent thin specimen. Low-angle scattered electrons 
pass through an aperture opening in the middle of a 10° inclined plate and are collected 
by an on-axis TE detector that is positioned underneath the specimen. The resultant BF 
images display mass-thickness contrast. The same 10° inclined plate is also coated with 
gold and is used to reflect high-angle scattered electrons toward an off-axis YAG 
detector for DF imaging. This configuration excludes the direct electron beam in image 
formation and thus results in a DF image. The DF images display either diffraction 
contrast or Z-contrast depending on the type of material under investigation. Polymers 
systems, for example, have been shown to exhibit Z-contrast. The new specimen holder 
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is designed ergonomically for easy specimen loading. In addition, it has been developed 
to fit into a Hitachi 4300SE instrument at Lehigh University. However, the overall 
design concept should be applicable to any existing SEM instrument without major 
modification.  
 The differences in microscope configuration between an SEM and STEM have 
been evaluated to determine the underlining contrast mechanisms for DF image 
formation. Results indicate that the DF signal intensity is attributed solely to the 
composition of the specimen of interest. Furthermore, the BF and DF imaging spatial 
resolutions are 1.8 nm and approximately 5 nm, respectively. These values are highly 
dependent on specimen quality and microscope conditions. In addition, both values are 
limited by the signal intensity, which was measured to be twice as large for BF STEM-
IN-SEM images as compared to DF STEM-IN-SEM images.   
 Examples have been provided of simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging of various polymers systems ranging from latex particles, commodity plastics, 
and epoxy-based polymer nanocomposites. In addition the use of simultaneous BF and 
DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging for both industrial and academic research environments 
have been discussed. Applications include flip-chip manufacturing, quality control, 
polymer synthesis, as wells as specific polymers such as rubber-toughen polymer 
systems, polymer latex particles and unstained polymer systems. In general, 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging is useful for measuring particle size 
and distribution from a relatively large field of view.  Furthermore, the relative cost 
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saves of implementing this technique versus the acquisition of a TEM or STEM 
promotes its applicability to both industry and academic research environments.  
 BF STEM-IN-SEM imaging has been shown to provide comparable imaging 
quality to BF TEM. In addition, it was quantitatively found that specimens may be 
thicker (and thus require less processing) for BF STEM-IN-SEM as compared to BF 
TEM. Obtaining DF STEM-IN-SEM images is a substantial improvement over the 
inability to produce DF TEM images of typically amorphous polymer systems. 
Furthermore, during operation, STEM-IN-SEM requires less wait time for vacuum 
stabilization and accelerating voltage ramp up. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-
SEM has also been discussed as a viable screening tool for subsequent STEM analysis 
of polymer systems. The potential for complete materials characterization of polymer 
systems by STEM-IN-SEM imaging is within reach.   
4.2 Future Work  
a. Broadening BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM Beyond Polymer Systems 
This thesis describes the development and use of BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging for various polymer systems.  To further expand the use of BF and DF STEM-
IN-SEM imaging as a tool for materials characterization two more studies may be 
conducted. First, this technique must be expanded to other materials systems, e.g. 
biological materials, metals and ceramics.  Second, this technique should be expanded 
to support spectroscopic characterization methods.  
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1. Application of BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM to other Materials Systems  
 Beyond polymer systems, the most prevalent class of materials to benefit from 
simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging are biological materials. There are 
significant similarities between polymers and biological materials. Both classes of 
materials are primarily composed of carbon and require similar sample preparation 
methods for making TEM-thin specimens. In addition in terms of TEM observation, 
both classes of materials are primarily observed for morphological characterization and 
both display analogous radiation damage and contamination effects when in contact 
with a high voltage electron beam. Simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging 
may be compared to TEM observation of biological materials for both stained and 
unstained specimens. Similar to the work outlined in this thesis for polymer systems, 
such an experiment showcasing the qualifications and limitations of simultaneous BF 
and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging to biological materials characterization may be 
conducted.  
 In an effort to apply simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging to hard 
materials (e.g. metals and ceramics) the use of this technique as a precursor to further 
electron microscopy methods (e.g. HRTEM, lattice imaging and diffraction-contrast 
imaging) must be demonstrated. Using our approach, DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging of 
metals and ceramics at 30 kV will consist primarily of diffraction contrast due to the 
smaller lattice constants (and thus larger Bragg scattering angles) of these materials 
compared to polymer systems.  
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The value proposition for utilizing simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM 
imaging for hard materials will be as an aid during specimen preparation and may be 
evaluated through two studies. First, a metallic electropolished sample may be used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of an electropolishing procedure. Second, a ceramic focus 
ion-beam (FIB) sample may be used to examining the results of sample thinning via 
nanomilling. In both studies simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM imaging may be 
compared to TEM imaging on the basis of imaging quality, image interpretation and 
speed of sample throughput.  
2. Supporting Spectroscopic Characterization Methods   
  The next generation simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder 
should allow for sample tilting. Any sample tilting mechanism must ensure that the base 
of the BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder remains stationary for continued BF 
and DF signal generation. Furthermore, consideration should be given to how the tilting 
mechanism will function whether through an automated software interface or physical 
manual knob attached to the specimen chamber itself. Sample tilting will allow for the 
collection of X-rays by positioning the sample preferentially toward an X-ray energy-
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) system. In addition for crystalline specimen, sample 
tilting may allow for the collection of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns 
by positioning the sample preferentially toward an EBSD camera. After development of 
the next generation simultaneous BF and DF STEM-IN-SEM specimen holder both 
EDS and EBSD studies should be conducted.   
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